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E X O S K E L E T O N S

Assistance magnitude versus metabolic cost reductions 
for a tethered multiarticular soft exosuit
B. T. Quinlivan,1,2* S. Lee,1,2* P. Malcolm,1,2 D. M. Rossi,1,2,3 M. Grimmer,4 C. Siviy,1,2 N. Karavas,1,2 
D. Wagner,1,2 A. Asbeck,5 I. Galiana,1,2 C. J. Walsh1,2†

When defining requirements for any wearable robot for walking assistance, it is important to maximize the user’s 
metabolic benefit resulting from the exosuit assistance while limiting the metabolic penalty of carrying the system’s 
mass. Thus, the aim of this study was to isolate and characterize the relationship between assistance magnitude 
and the metabolic cost of walking while also examining changes to the wearer’s underlying gait mechanics. The 
study was performed with a tethered multiarticular soft exosuit during normal walking, where assistance was di-
rectly applied at the ankle joint and indirectly at the hip due to a textile architecture. The exosuit controller was 
designed such that the delivered torque profile at the ankle joint approximated that of the biological torque 
during normal walking. Seven participants walked on a treadmill at 1.5 meters per second under one unpowered and 
four powered conditions, where the peak moment applied at the ankle joint was varied from about 10 to 38% of 
biological ankle moment (equivalent to an applied force of 18.7 to 75.0% of body weight). Results showed that, 
with increasing exosuit assistance, net metabolic rate continually decreased within the tested range. When maximum 
assistance was applied, the metabolic rate of walking was reduced by 22.83 ± 3.17% relative to the powered-off 
condition (mean ± SEM).

INTRODUCTION
Humans naturally walk in a manner that conserves energy; we opti-
mize our cadence, step length, and arm swing to minimize metabolic 
energy consumption (1, 2). It is a commonly held belief that devia-
tions from this normal walking pattern increase energy expenditure 
(3, 4). Certain diseases that affect gait, such as stroke, Parkinson’s 
disease, and cerebral palsy, increase the net energy expenditure of 
walking by as much as 70% compared with healthy individuals (5–7). 
In addition, the energy expenditure of healthy individuals increases 
under strenuous activities, such as walking uphill or carrying heavy 
loads (8, 9). Such increases in metabolic consumption could lead to 
greater levels of fatigue and injury. For patient populations, the added 
effort could also decrease community involvement.

Over the past decade, a number of wearable robotic devices have 
been developed to assist human walking and reduce metabolic energy 
consumption. Some of these devices comprise rigid linkages that 
span the entire lower limb and apply assistive torques to offset net 
muscle-tendon moments about the wearer’s joints; however, such 
designs were found to increase energy expenditure, because they 
restricted natural gait dynamics and added large distal inertias to limb 
segments (10, 11). Moreover, if misaligned, the rigid frames could 
apply undesired forces to the wearer’s biological joints, further dis-
rupting natural gait biomechanics (12).

Recently, several groups have tried to address these issues by using 
lightweight components to anchor to the body and deliver assis-
tance to a single joint in parallel with musculature (13–17). These 
systems were shown to substantially reduce the metabolic cost of 

walking. Koller et al. published the highest metabolic reduction with 
tethered system (a 17.8% reduction relative to unpowered walking) 
while using a tethered pneumatic ankle exoskeleton and adaptive 
gain controller (16). The highest reduction with an autonomous system 
was reported by Mooney and Herr (an 11% reduction relative to 
walking without the exoskeleton) (17).

The approach of our laboratory has been to use functional apparel 
to comfortably and securely anchor to the human body to create soft 
exosuits (18–20) that can apply joint moments via tensile forces across 
joints in parallel with the muscles to reduce the required muscular 
activation. They are particularly suitable for assisting locomotion 
because they have extremely low distal inertia, are nonrestrictive, 
and create moments intrinsically aligned with the biological joints. 
Forces are transmitted across the body through load paths deter-
mined by the textile architecture, which are designed to provide as sis-
tance with specific motions while not interfering with others.

The version of the exosuit used in this study has been designed to 
assist with both plantar flexion and hip flexion (21). In brief, its textile 
architecture consisted of a waist belt, two calf wraps, and four vertical 
straps, as shown in Fig. 1. Force is applied locally to the ankle by a 
single actuator to provide ankle plantar flexion assistive moments, 
and some of this force is transmitted through the textile architecture 
to also provide assistive moments for hip flexion (fig. S7); the load 
path routes approximately through the center of the knee joint axis 
to minimize applied moments at the knee. Promising metabolic re-
ductions have been previously shown for loaded walking with this 
multiarticular exosuit (21), but its efficacy on unloaded walking has 
yet to be evaluated.

Furthermore, when defining requirements for any wearable robot 
to reduce energy expenditure, including soft exosuits, it is important 
to maximize the user’s metabolic benefit resulting from the exosuit 
assistance while also limiting the metabolic penalty of carrying the 
system’s mass. Thus, trade-offs must be considered because increasing 
exosuit assistance requires larger motors and batteries, increasing 
the actuation unit mass. Consequently, the aim of this study was to 
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isolate and characterize the relationship between the exosuit assistance 
magnitude (i.e., peak exosuit ankle moment) and the metabolic cost 
of unloaded walking, with an understanding that the underlying 
mechanics of human locomotion may be used to understand changes 
in metabolic cost. We hypothesized that, with increasing exosuit as-
sistance magnitude, the metabolic cost of walking would continually 
decrease up to a limit where it would begin to level off, as found in 
previous prosthesis and exoskeleton studies (22, 23).

Here, we performed a series of experiments in which exosuit as-
sistance was varied over a wide range; peak assistive force applied to 
the textile architecture, local to the ankle, was scaled on the basis of 
each participant’s body weight: 18.7% (LOW), 37.5% (MED), 56.2% 
(HIGH), and 75.0% (MAX). While the participants walked on a 
treadmill, assistance was provided with an off-board actuation sys-
tem to isolate the relationship between assistance and metabolic re-
duction, without the effect of system mass. In an attempt to deliver 
an assistive moment profile similar to the biological moment, we used 
a biologically inspired controller based on both the human kinematics 
and exosuit stiffness, as further described in Materials and Methods. 
In brief, this controller differs from those used in previous exosuit 
studies because the Bowden cable is retracted at a constant speed 
from heel strike up until the end of stance phase, gradually loading 
the suit throughout stance. During all trials, exosuit system data, 
joint kinematic and kinetic data, and metabolic rate by means of 
indirect calorimetry were recorded. Then, we statistically evaluated 
the effect of exosuit assistance across conditions.

RESULTS
Metabolic rate
As shown in Fig. 2, with increasing exosuit assistance (defined as 
peak exosuit ankle moment), net metabolic rate continually decreased 
in the tested range. A first-order analysis of variance (ANOVA) test 
showed that the relationship between the peak exosuit ankle moment 
and the net metabolic reduction fits well to a linear model [n = 7; 

ANOVA with first-order model; y = −1.5803x + 0.1167; y (W kg−1), 
x (N·m kg−1); R2 = 0.7504, P = 8 × 10−11]. Under the MAX condition, 
the metabolic rate of walking was reduced by 1.017 ± 0.137 W kg−1 
(mean ± SEM; paired t test, P = 2 × 10−4) relative to the powered-off 
condition, which is a reduction of 22.83 ± 3.17%. The average net 
metabolic reductions for the LOW, MED, and HIGH conditions were 
3.59 ± 5.66%, 6.45 ± 5.73%, and 14.79 ± 3.62%, respectively. Changes 
in net metabolic rate for each participant can be found in table S1.

Kinetics
Across the four active conditions, the average peak assistive mo-
ments at the hip and ankle, respectively, were 0.201 ± 0.040 N·m 
kg−1 and 0.181 ± 0.010 N·m kg−1 (LOW), 0.302 ± 0.073 N·m kg−1 and 
0.357 ± 0.016 N·m kg−1 (MED), 0.393 ± 0.095 N·m kg−1 and 0.540 ± 
0.031 N·m kg−1 (HIGH), and 0.468 ± 0.085 N·m kg−1 and 0.707 ± 
0.053 N·m kg−1 (MAX).

Ankle
With increasing exosuit assistance, peak total ankle moment during 
push-off, estimated using inverse dynamics, decreased (P = 4 × 10−9), 
as shown in Fig. 3. Peak biological (total minus exosuit) ankle moment 
during push-off also decreased (P = 3 × 10−24) with increasing exosuit 
assistance. Both average positive exosuit ankle power (P = 2 × 10−19) 
and average negative exosuit ankle power (P = 7 × 10−3) increased in 
magnitude. Average positive total ankle power increased in magnitude 
(P = 4 × 10−8) and average negative total power decreased in magnitude 

Fig. 1.  Soft exosuit. The soft exosuit used in the study consists of a waist belt, two 
calf wraps, and four vertical straps. An actuator is used to retract the inner cable of 
a Bowden cable assembly and to apply a force local to the ankle to assist with plantar 
flexion. Some of this force is also transmitted through the vertical straps to the 
front of the waist belt to assist with hip flexion.

Fig. 2.  Changes in net metabolic rate. Changes in net metabolic rate of the four 
active conditions continually decreased with increasing exosuit assistance relative to 
the powered-off condition. Change in net metabolic rate was −1.017 ± 0.137 W kg−1 
(mean ± SEM) under the MAX condition, which corresponds to a 22.83 ± 3.17% 
decrease compared with the powered-off condition. Asterisks indicate significant 
differences relative to the powered-off condition (paired t test; PHIGH = 9 × 10−5; 
PMAX = 2 × 10−4).
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(P = 4 × 10−6) across conditions. Average negative biological (total 
minus exosuit) ankle power decreased in magnitude (P = 7 × 10−6) with 
increasing exosuit assistance. Average positive biological ankle power 
remained unchanged (P = 0.099). Average net biological ankle power 
increased (P = 0.006) with increasing exosuit assistance (fig. S10).

Hip
Similarly, with increasing exosuit assistance, peak exosuit hip moment 
during push-off increased (P = 9 × 10−19) and peak total hip moment 
during push-off decreased (P = 3 × 10−4), as shown in Fig. 4. Peak 
biological hip moment during push-off also decreased (P = 1 × 
10−17) across conditions. Both average positive (P = 7 × 10−11) and 
negative (P = 2 × 10−13) exosuit hip power increased in magnitude 

with increasing exosuit assistance. Average positive total hip power 
decreased (P = 7 × 10−6), whereas negative total hip power remained 
unchanged (P = 0.985). Both average positive (P = 2 × 10−7) and 
negative (P = 3 × 10−9) biological hip power decreased in magnitude 
with increasing exosuit assistance. Average net biological hip power 
decreased (P = 0.004) with increasing exosuit assistance (fig. S10).

Kinematics
As exosuit assistance increased, maximum dorsiflexion decreased (P = 
7 × 10−9) and maximum plantar flexion increased (P = 3 × 10−10), as 
shown in Fig. 5. Maximum dorsiflexion decreased from 9.86 ± 0.91° 
under the powered-off condition to 2.61 ± 0.92° under the MAX 
condition (mean ± SEM). Maximum plantar flexion increased from 

Fig. 3.  Changes in ankle moment and power. (A) Total (solid line) and exosuit (dashed line) ankle moment normalized to body mass over the gait cycle for each condition, 
averaged across participants. Gray shading outlines approximate region during which assistance was applied. Bar graph on the right indicates the total (solid bar) and 
exosuit (striped bar) peak ankle moment. n = 7; error bar indicates SEM. ANOVA tests were run for an effect on exosuit assistance (defined as peak exosuit ankle moment). 
Peak total ankle moment decreased (P = 4 × 10−9) with increasing exosuit assistance. Peak biological (total minus exosuit) ankle moment also decreased (P = 3 × 10−24) with 
increasing exosuit assistance. (B) Total and exosuit ankle power. Bar graph indicates total (white bar), exosuit (striped bar), and biological (solid bar) average positive ankle 
power and average negative ankle power. Average positive total power increased in magnitude (P = 4 × 10−8) and average negative total power decreased in magnitude 
(P = 4 × 10−6) with increasing exosuit assistance. Both average positive (P = 2 × 10−19) and negative (P = 7 × 10−3) exosuit ankle power increased in magnitude with in-
creasing exosuit assistance. Average negative biological (total minus exosuit) ankle power decreased in magnitude (P = 7 × 10−6) with increasing exosuit assistance. Av-
erage positive biological ankle power decreased but not significantly (P = 0.099). PF, plantar flexion; DF, dorsiflexion; Tot., total; Exo., exosuit.
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16.44 ± 0.69° under the powered-off condition to 25.67 ± 0.54° under 
the MAX condition (mean ± SEM). At the knee, no changes in max-
imum flexion or maximum extension were observed. At the hip, both 
maximum hip flexion increased (P = 0.026) and maximum hip ex-
tension decreased (P = 5×10−9) with increasing exosuit assistance.

DISCUSSION
With increasing exosuit assistance, the net metabolic rate of walking 
continually decreased within the tested range. Under the MAX condi-
tion, the metabolic rate of walking was reduced by 22.83 ± 3.17% 
relative to the powered-off condition. At the time of this submission, 
this is the highest relative reduction reported with a tethered exo-
skeleton or exosuit.

The fact that we did not see diminishing returns of metabolic reduc-
tion with increasing assistance differs from other parameter sweep stud-
ies with ankle assistive devices (exoskeletons and prostheses), which found 
either a leveling off or increase in metabolic rate (13, 14, 22, 23). Of 
these sweep studies, the most similar one was conducted by Jackson and 
Collins using a unilateral exoskeleton (23). In their study, metabolic 
rate decreased as net exoskeleton work rate at the ankle increased up to 
about 0.19 W kg−1 but remained similar after that. In our study, net 
exoskeleton work rate was increased up to 0.19 W kg−1 at both ankles, 
with higher values not being achievable because of limitations in the 
actuation system used. Thus, it is currently unknown how further in-
creasing the exosuit assistance would result in further decreases in met-
abolic rate. Furthermore, it can be expected that results from such studies 
may differ when assistance is applied bilaterally versus unilaterally as well as 

Fig. 4.  Changes in hip moment and power. (A) Total (solid line) and exosuit (dashed line) hip moment normalized to body mass over the gait cycle for each condition, 
averaged across participants. Gray shading outlines approximate region during which assistance was applied. Bar graph on the right indicates the total (solid bar) and 
exosuit (striped bar) peak hip moment. n = 7; error bar indicates SEM. ANOVA tests were run for an effect on exosuit assistance (defined as peak exosuit ankle moment). 
Peak total hip moment decreased (P = 3 × 10−4) and peak exosuit hip moment increased (P = 9 × 10−19) with increasing exosuit assistance. Peak biological hip moment 
during push-off decreased (P = 1 × 10−17) with increasing exosuit assistance. (B) Total and exosuit hip power. Bar graph indicates total (white bar), exosuit (striped bar), and 
biological (solid bar) average positive hip power and average negative hip power. Both average positive (P = 7 × 10−11) and negative (P = 2 × 10−13) exosuit hip power increased 
with increasing exosuit assistance. Average positive total hip power decreased (P = 7 × 10−6), whereas negative total hip power remained unchanged (P = 0.985). Average 
positive (P = 2 × 10−7) and negative (P = 3 × 10−9) biological hip power decreased in magnitude with increasing exosuit assistance. Ext., extension; Flex., flexion.
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with different hardware and control approaches, and thus, further ex-
ploration is required to understand the effects of increased assistance 
with the exosuit.

A possible insight into the large metabolic reduction found in our 
study may be the fact that we observed significant decreases in bio-
logical moments and powers at the target joints [Figs. 3 and 4 (bar 
graphs) and figs. S8 and S9 (time-series graphs)]. Both the ankle and 

hip biological (total minus exosuit) moments significantly decreased 
in magnitude as exosuit assistance increased. Similarly, positive bio-
logical power generation decreased significantly at the hip as exosuit 
assistance increased and biological power generation at the ankle 
decreased, but not significantly.

The reduction in hip power is likely a combined result of (i) direct 
assistance by the exosuit due to its multiarticular nature and (ii) energy 

Fig. 5.  Changes in joint kinematics. Left: The sagittal plane joint angle for the hip, knee, and ankle over the gait cycle averaged across all participants for each experimen-
tal condition. Gray shading outlines approximate region during which assistance was applied. Right: The peak flexion and extension angles of each joint. n = 7; error bar 
indicates SEM. ANOVA tests were run for an effect on exosuit assistance (defined as peak exosuit ankle moment). (A) Maximum hip extension decreased (P = 5 × 10−9) and 
maximum hip flexion increased (P = 0.026) with increasing exosuit assistance. (B) Knee flexion (P = 0.380) and extension (P = 0.779) remained unchanged. (C) Dorsiflexion 
decreased (P = 7 × 10−9) and plantar flexion increased (P = 3 × 10−10) with increasing exosuit assistance.
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transfer between the hip and other joints as was reported in other 
studies (16, 17, 24). Unlike most other exoskeletons, which directly 
target only ankle plantar flexion, the multiarticular load path also 
transmits force to the hip joint, assisting hip flexion during late 
stance and early swing. Under the MAX condition, we calculated that 
43.5% of peak hip flexion moment and 6.7% of hip positive work 
were assisted by the exosuit relative to the powered-off condition. 
Independent of the ankle assistance, this amount of hip assistance is 
already considerable compared with previous studies on hip exo-
skeletons showing metabolic reductions (25).

In addition, several studies support point (ii), the hypothesis that 
energy is transferred between the hip and the ankle, reducing the 
moment and power requirements of the hip. Koller et al. (16) and 
Mooney and Herr (17) both found significant decreases in biological 
hip moment and power while assisting with ankle-only exoskeletons. 
In addition, another study by Lewis and Ferris (24) that did not in-
volve an exoskeleton found a decrease in hip moment and power 
while participants intentionally walked with increased ankle push-
off. These results suggest that increased plantar flexion power at the 
ankle (either voluntary or from external assistance) during push-off 
can be transferred through the lower limb linkage and thus may 
reduce hip flexion power requirements. The current embodiment of 
the suit, including coupling of the hip and ankle via the multiarticular 
straps, may further facilitate the energy transfer between joints, po-
tentially making locomotion more efficient. This echoes recommen-
dations from a simulation study on exotendons, suggesting that having 
tendons span multiple joints and crossing from the posterior to the 
anterior side of the leg may be energetically beneficial for human 
walking (26). We thus hypothesize that a combined effect of (i) and 
(ii) is likely and that the multiarticular nature of the exosuit may 
have added to the effects of energy transfer with the ankle.

At the ankle, on the other hand, we observed that the overall 
joint kinematics and kinetics changed significantly in magnitude 
and timing. In particular, with increasing exosuit assistance, the 
negative biological power absorption during mid-stance significantly 
decreased, and the onset timing of the positive power phase started 
earlier (fig. S9C). Under the higher assistance conditions, the nega-
tive power phase was entirely removed, and the duration of positive 
power generation markedly increased. This differs from a previous 
loaded walking study from our group at the same walking speed 
using the same exosuit components but a different controller, which 
delivered assistance primarily during push-off (21). In this previous 
study, we observed a biological ankle power more similar to that of 
normal walking because it included a negative power region during 
mid-stance. This is similar to what was found in other exoskeleton 
studies where assistance was delivered primarily during push-off, which 
showed substantial metabolic benefit, including Koller et al. (16), 
Mooney and Herr (17), and Malcolm et al. (14). Thus, the results from 
this study motivate further studies that compare the effects of different 
control approaches at the ankle, in particular assistance strategies that 
deliver assistance during the push-off period and also earlier in stance 
such that the duration of the positive power phase may be increased.

However, the high metabolic reduction found in this study 
and an increase in the duration of positive power phase do not nec-
essarily imply that such ankle joint behavior is energetically more 
efficient; rather, this may imply that, when provided with external 
assistance from a wearable robot, people alter their gait to maximize 
the benefit they receive, perhaps in an attempt to optimize their 
walking energetics, as proposed previously by Selinger et al. (27). 

For example, in unassisted walking, the removal of the negative power 
absorption phase during mid-stance may be energetically detrimental 
because it would prevent the Achilles tendon from storing energy 
during stance phase to be released during push-off (28, 29). However, 
with external plantar flexion assistance, it may be more optimal to 
have an increased positive power phase at the ankle where a wearer 
can acquire more positive work directly from the exosuit. Further 
studies are required to understand such a trade-off.

Although this study demonstrates a high metabolic reduction 
when comparing an exosuit powered versus unpowered, we ac-
knowledge that there are a number of limitations to this work. First, 
the precise mechanism for this high metabolic reduction remains 
somewhat unclear. For example, it is currently unknown whether 
the assistance of the hip or ankle contributed more to the metabolic 
reduction and how the coupling of the two via the multiarticular 
straps contributed to the reduction. As a result, subsequent studies 
focused on providing assistance separately to the hip and ankle as 
well as with and without multiarticular straps could help better sep-
arate the impact of both joints as well as the impact of direct assistance 
and energy transfer between joints. In addition, subsequent studies 
that focused on better understanding the underlying muscle-tendon 
dynamics could provide further insight into contributions to metabol-
ic reduction. Potential studies include exosuit experiments with elec-
tromyographic measurements or muscle-level imaging techniques 
(30), as well as musculoskeletal modeling and simulation work 
based on experimental data (31–33).

Furthermore, our ability to identify the complete relationship be-
tween exosuit assistance and metabolic rate was limited by the actu-
ation system used. With increasing assistance, the metabolic rate 
continually decreased without diminishing returns within the tested 
range, but without further increasing assistance, the maximum po-
tential metabolic reduction achievable with this exosuit architecture 
and control approach is currently unknown. Additional studies that 
sweep to higher magnitudes of assistance are required to determine 
whether the descending trend in metabolic rate continues.

Another limitation of the present study is that the baseline condition 
for comparison was a powered-off condition and not a no-suit condition. 
We chose to use a powered-off condition as opposed to a no-suit condi-
tion to reduce the length of testing sessions and to avoid repositioning the 
markers used for kinematic analysis, which could have led to increased 
variability in the kinematic and kinetic results. For the version of the exo-
suit used in this study, we have estimated an increase in metabolic cost in 
the range of 2.5 to 6.5% due to the weight of the textile, sensor, and attach-
ment components compared with walking without the exosuit. Details 
are included in the Supplementary Materials.

Last, because the ultimate goal with such a system is to reduce 
the metabolic cost of walking, further studies are required with 
autonomous, body-worn systems. On the basis of the actuation 
parameters used in this study under the MAX condition (i.e., motor 
torque and speed), and knowing the mass of the suit components used 
in this study, a conservative total system mass estimate for an autono-
mous system is about 6 kg (19, 20, 34). This estimate is made up of 
~4.9 kg for actuation and batteries worn around the waist, and suit 
components (textile, sensors, and attachments) distributed on the trunk, 
both shanks, and both feet of 0.443, 0.356, and 0.364 kg, respectively.

Here, we performed a series of experiments in which the magnitude 
of assistance applied by a multiarticular exosuit was varied over a 
wide range. We found that with increasing exosuit assistance, the net 
metabolic rate of walking continually decreased, up to 23% compared 
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with the powered-off condition. At the hip, biological moment and 
positive power decreased significantly, most likely because of a com-
bination of direct assistance applied to the hip and a transfer of energy 
between the hip and the ankle. At the ankle, the overall kinetic and 
kinematic joint behavior changed significantly, possibly as a result of 
the human attempting to optimize their energetics by acquiring more 
energy from the device. The results presented in this study have pro-
vided new insights into the human response to external assistance, in 
terms of both metabolic reduction and kinematic/kinetic adaptations, 
which may benefit future studies on design and control of assistive de-
vices. Moreover, if combined with simple models of actuator power 
density and their associated metabolic burdens, such insights could move 
us one step further toward the design of a more optimal mobile exosuit.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The aim of this study was to isolate and characterize the relationship 
between the exosuit assistance magnitude (i.e., peak exosuit ankle mo-
ment) and the metabolic cost of unloaded walking, with an under-
standing that the underlying mechanics of human locomotion may be 
used to understand changes in metabolic cost. To achieve this, we per-
formed a series of experiments in which assistance with a multiarticular 
exosuit was varied over a wide range; peak assistive force applied to the 
textile architecture, local to the ankle, was scaled on the basis of each 
person’s body weight: 18.7% (LOW), 37.5% (MED), 56.2% (HIGH), 
and 75.0% (MAX). While the participants walked on a treadmill, as-
sist ance was provided with an off-board actuation system to isolate the 
relationship between assistance and metabolic reduction, without the 
effect of system mass. In an attempt to deliver an assistive moment pro-
file similar to the biological moment, we used a biologically inspired 
controller based on both the human kinematics and exosuit stiffness.

As for experimental design of the study, although seven people 
participated, no statistical methods were used to predetermine the 
sample size, and it was selected according to standard practice for 
locomotion research. The order of the experimental conditions was 
randomized, and details about the experimental procedure can be 
found in the “Experimental protocol” section. Each participant under-
went each experimental condition once, and sampling was carried 
out for 10 strides for joint kinematics/kinetics and 2 min for meta-
bolic rate to generate average data. Blinding was not applicable to this 

study because both participants and conductors could immediately 
distinguish each condition during the experiment.

Soft exosuit
The multiarticular soft exosuit used in this study was designed to 
assist with both ankle plantar flexion and hip flexion while minimizing 
moments generated about the knee, as shown in Fig. 1 and previ-
ously described by Lee et al. (21). The exosuit consisted of a spandex 
base layer, a waist belt, two calf wraps, and four vertical straps (two per 
leg) crossing from the back of the calf wrap, through the center of the 
knee joint axis, to the front of the waist belt. All textile components 
(size medium) had a total mass of 0.89 kg. Of note, the ratio between 
the peak force applied at the ankle and the peak force applied at 
the hip was about 10:7 (fig. S7). More details on the soft exosuit de-
sign and the specific components can be found in figs. S1 to S4.

Actuation system and sensors
An off-board actuation system was used to generate assistive forces. 
It consisted of two actuators (EC 4-pole motors, Maxon Motor) and 
pulleys, and all components were as those described by Lee et al. (21) 
except that 80-mm-diameter pulleys were used. Bowden cables were 
used to transmit the forces from the actuator to the exosuit locally to 
the ankle joint. On the actuator side, the Bowden cable sheath con-
nects to the outer frame of the pulley cover, and its inner cable 
attaches to the pulley. On the human side, the Bowden cable sheath 
connects to the back of the calf wrap and the bottom of the vertical 
straps, whereas its inner cable extends further to the metal bracket 
at the back of the heel of the boot. As the motor retracts, the dis-
tance between the two attachment points is shortened, generating 
a force that is distributed to both the calf wrap and the vertical straps.

One load cell (LTH300, FUTEK Advanced Sensor Technology) 
and one gyroscope (LY3100ALH, STMicroelectronics) per leg were 
attached to measure real-time data from the wearer and the exosuit. 
The load cell was placed in series with the Bowden cable and the calf 
wrap/vertical straps to measure the force delivered to the suit. The 
gyroscope was at the top of the midfoot to measure the angular mo-
tion of the foot for gait segmentation. To measure the assistive force 
transmitted to the hip joint, we added two additional load cells 
(LSB200, FUTEK Advanced Sensor Technology) to the left side of exo-
suit in series with the two vertical straps and the waist belt.

Fig. 6.  Summary of biologically inspired controller. (A) Model of the system stiffness, where Δxmotor is the summation of (i) the travel required to track the ankle motion 
(Δxankle) and (ii) the travel due to the soft functional textile stretching and the human tissue compressing for a desired force profile (Δxsuit). (B) Static suit stiffness curve 
based on the Bowden cable position and force applied to the soft functional textile, as previously described by Asbeck et al. (37). (C) Values for Δxankle and Δxsuit across the 
gait cycle and the resulting calculation of Δxmotor, which was approximated as Δxmotor_approx for the controller developed in this study.
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Biologically inspired control
The exosuit control approach used in this study can be divided into 
two levels: (i) the high-level control design inspired by biomechanics 
of human walking and (ii) the low-level implementation of force-
based position control.

(i) The high-level control profile was designed considering the 
force-displacement characterization of the human-exosuit system 
as well as the ankle kinematics and kinetics during human walking, 
similar to the robotic-tendon methodology proposed by Hollander 
et al. (35). This is not an actual implementation of a real-time con-
troller but a design rationale of a specific assistance profile as a func-
tion of the gait cycle that is computed ahead of time and timed on 
the basis of our gait segmentation approach. As shown in Fig. 6, the 
desired motor position trajectory (Δxmotor) can be determined on the 
basis of the motion required to track the ankle displacement (Δxankle) 
and the motion required to produce a desired force profile for a giv-
en exosuit displacement (Δxsuit). Throughout the gait cycle, Δxankle 
(Fig. 6C, blue curve) can be estimated as r*θankle, where r is the mo-
ment arm toward the ankle joint center and θankle is the ankle joint 
angle in radians. Here, r was approximated to be 10 cm on the basis 
of previous data analysis (21), and a typical ankle angle trajectory 
during normal walking (36) was used for θankle. In addition, the static 
suit-human series stiffness was measured by applying force to a par-
ticipant during standing, while collecting Bowden cable position us-
ing a motor encoder and force applied to the soft functional textile 
using a load cell, as previously described by Asbeck et al. (37). Given 
this suit-human series stiffness and a typical ankle moment (36), we 
can determine Δxsuit (green curve), the amount of cable travel that is 
required to stretch the soft functional textile and compress the hu-
man tissue to generate a desired percentage of ankle moment; for 
the example in Fig. 6C, we selected 25% of the ankle plantar flexion 
moment. Last, we can calculate the desired motor position trajectory 
as Δxmotor = Δxankle + Δxsuit (purple curve). For this study, we approx-
imated Δxmotor as a linear function (Δxmotor_approx), which is depicted 
in Fig. 6C (red curve).

(ii) As an actual implementation of the designed control profile, 
the system performed a force-based position control of the cable on 
a step-by-step basis based on the given desired peak assistive force 
as in other work (21). The real-time gait cycle was segmented on the 

basis of the heel strikes detected by the gyroscope on foot (18). 
Starting from the heel strike (0% of the gait cycle), the motor was 
controlled to retract the Bowden cable at a constant speed until the end 
of stance phase (about 60% of the gait cycle), following the linear 
motor position profile designed above (Fig. 6C, red curve). Immedi-
ately before the swing phase, the motor released the cable such that 
the system did not create undesired forces or hinder the wearer’s 
natural motion. At the end of the gait cycle, the controller altered the 
maximum retraction length of the cable for the next step by comparing 
the given desired peak force and the actual peak force measured by 
the load cell during the step.

Experimental protocol
Seven healthy male adults (age, 26.7 ± 4.8 years; mass, 68.4 ± 9.5 kg; 
height, 1.7 ± 0.1 m; mean ± SD) participated in this study; no statistical 
methods were used to predetermine sample size, and it was selected 
according to standard practice for locomotion research. The study 
was approved by the Harvard Longwood Medical Area Institutional 
Review Board, and all methods were carried out in accordance with 
the approved study protocol. All participants provided written informed 
consent before their participation and after the nature and possible 
consequences of the studies were explained. All participants attended 
two experimental sessions: a training session and a testing session. 
In both sessions, participants walked on a treadmill at 1.50 m s−1 under 
five experimental conditions: one powered-off and four active. We 
chose to use a powered-off condition as opposed to a condition while 
walking without the exosuit to reduce the length of testing sessions 
and avoid repositioning the markers used for kinematic analysis, 
which could have led to increased variability.

During the four active conditions, peak assistive force applied at 
the ankle was scaled on the basis of each participant’s body weight: 
18.7% (LOW), 37.5% (MED), 56.2% (HIGH), and 75.0% (MAX). 
During the testing session, participants began with an 8-min warm-up 
period where they experienced all force magnitudes, and the initial 
motor position was set to keep the Bowden cables taut. After the warm 
up, the participants underwent the four experimental conditions, 
each 5 min in length; the order of the experimental conditions was 
randomized and grouped into two continuous trials, each containing 
a 5-min powered-off condition for relative comparison of metabolic 
data and, thus, each 15 min in length. A 5-min break was given be-
tween the 15-min continuous trials, and blinding was not applicable 
to this study because both participants and conductors could imme-
diately distinguish each condition during the experiment. All energetics 
and biomechanics measurements were conducted in the testing 
session (Fig. 7).

Joint kinematics and kinetics
Body segment motions were measured using a reflective marker mo-
tion capture system (Vicon, Oxford Metrics; 120 Hz). Three-dimensional 
ground reaction forces were measured using an instrumented split-
belt treadmill (Bertec; 2160 Hz). All markers and force trajectories 
were filtered using a zero-lag, fourth-order, low-pass Butterworth 
filter with an optimal cutoff frequency of 5 to 9 Hz that was selected 
using a custom residual analysis algorithm (MATLAB, MathWorks). 
Joint angles, total joint moments, and total joint powers were calcu-
lated for the right leg in the sagittal plane using kinematic and in-
verse dynamic analyses (Visual3D, C-Motion). Total joint moments 
and powers were then normalized by each participant’s body mass. 
An automatic gait event detection algorithm (Visual3D, C-Motion) 

Fig. 7.  Experimental setup. While a participant is walking with the soft exosuit, an 
off-board actuation system generates assistive forces and Bowden cables transfer 
the forces to the exosuit. Sensors (load cells and gyroscopes) are attached to mea-
sure real-time data. Body segment motions (motion capture), ground reaction forces 
(instrumented treadmill), and metabolic rate (indirect calorimetry) are measured.
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was used to determine heel strikes that defined gait cycles. Ten strides 
per condition were used for generating mean kinematic and kinetic 
data for each participant, which were subsequently combined to calcu-
late condition mean data.

To compute exosuit moment and power during the active condi-
tions, we synchronized the data from the actuation units and 
suit-mounted sensors using motion capture data. The forces col-
lected by the load cells at the ankle and the hip were segmented on the 
basis of the heel strike times obtained by the automatic gait events 
detection algorithm. Ankle exosuit moment was calculated for each 
participant, multiplying the force recorded by the load cells by the 
corresponding ankle moment arm. The ankle moment arm was cal-
culated using the perpendicular distance between the joint center and 
line between markers on either end of the exposed inner Bowden cable 
(boot attachment and calf wrap). Hip flexion moments were calcu-
lated as the summation of the exosuit moments from both vertical 
straps (medial and lateral). Both strap moments were calculated by 
multiplying the force from the load cell in that strap by the moment 
arm calculated from that strap (perpendicular distance between the hip 
joint center and the line between two markers on the vertical straps).

Biological moments were calculated as the difference between 
the total and exosuit moment at each joint. Biological powers were 
calculated as the difference between total and exosuit power.

Metabolic rate
Metabolic rate during walking was assessed by means of indirect 
calorimetry (K4b2, Cosmed), which enabled the measurement of ex-
pired gas concentrations and volumes. Further, carbon dioxide and 
oxygen rate were averaged across the last 2 min of each condition 
and used to calculate metabolic power using a modified Brockway 
equation (38). Net metabolic rate for each condition of testing was 
obtained by subtracting the metabolic rate obtained during a standing 
trial performed at the beginning of each data collection session, the 
average of which was 1.464 ± 0.380 W kg−1, from the metabolic power 
calculated during the walking conditions. Last, the net metabolic 
reduction was calculated by taking the difference in net metabolic rates 
between each active condition and the powered-off condition that 
was recorded within the same 15-min bout of walking. Multiple 
powered-off conditions (one in each 15-min bout) were used to ac-
count for changes in baseline metabolics over time (39). All net meta-
bolic rates and reductions were normalized to participant’s body mass.

Note that the changes in net metabolic rate were calculated rela-
tive to a powered-off condition and not a no-suit condition; thus, 
the effect of just wearing the suit components is incorporated into the 
metabolic results. This was done to simplify the protocol and reduce 
the time between relative metabolic comparisons such that partici-
pants did not have to stop and doff the suit between conditions. It 
is currently unknown how such a comparison would change the 
results, but due to the lightweight nature of the suit components 
(0.89 kg), we expect that the difference would be negligible. For this 
reason, the augmentation factor proposed by Mooney et al. (40) 
was not calculated in this study because of the lack of a strict no-
suit condition.

Statistics
For each condition, means and interparticipant SEs were calculated 
for the net metabolic reduction, peak moments during push-off, aver-
age positive and negative powers, and peak flexion/extension angles. 
On all outcome measures, we conducted a mixed-model, two-factor 

ANOVA (random effect: participant; fixed effects: peak exosuit ankle 
moment) to test for an effect of exosuit assistance across conditions 
(significance level α = 0.05; MATLAB, MathWorks). For metabolic 
rate, we also used paired two-sided t tests with a Sidak-Holm correc-
tion (41) for multiple comparisons to compare the different active 
conditions with the powered-off condition to identify which exosuit 
ankle moment magnitudes exacted a significant change in metabolic 
rate. We also calculated the coefficient of determination of metabolics 
versus peak force.
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